
The Irrationality of the Square Root of Two 
 

√2 is a well-known irrational number.  When the Greeks first established the irrationality of this 

number they were very disturbed indeed.  They had believed that all numbers were rational up until 

proven otherwise.  This is, in some sense, the essence of mathematics.  The difference between 

mathematics and all other fields is not a question of discovery or invention; It is one more fundamental 

to the human condition.  How can we think outside of ourselves?  Logic can lead us past the limitations of 

our beliefs into a universe that is much richer than we can readily perceive.  

The first recorded proof of the irrationality of √2 proceeds in the following manner.  We will take 

it for granted that our reader is familiar the following fact: all rational numbers admit a unique 

representation of the numerator and denominator such that they share no common factors.  This follows 

readily from the fundamental theorem of arithmetic and the division algorithm.  Let us assume that √2 is 

rational.  We now proceed to write  

  √2 =
𝑎

𝑏
 

Where a and b are integers that share no common factors.  Squaring both sides yields 

  2 =
𝑎2

𝑏2
 

Which further implies that 

  2𝑏2 = 𝑎2. 

Now since b does not divide a, this implies that 2 divides 𝑎2.  Now, we know that since 2 divides 𝑎2 and 2 

is prime that 2 must divide a as well.  So let us rewrite 𝑎 = 2𝑚 for some m.  We now have 

  2𝑏2 = 𝑎2 = (2𝑚)2 = 4𝑚2 

which upon simplification yields 

  2𝑚2 = 𝑏2. 

It is easy to see from this point that we can apply the same line of reasoning to deduce that 2 also divides 

b.  So 2 divides both a and b and this is a contradiction.  Thus √2 cannot be rational.  I will come back to 

the idea behind this proof to demonstrate how we can abstract out a more general idea from a very simple 

one in a later post. 

 


